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University of Washington

Abstract

Parsing the Sandy Onshore Deposits of Modem Tsunamis

Bretwood Higman

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Joanne Bourgeois

Department of Earth and Space Sciences

Vertical and lateral changes in grain size of sandy onshore deposits can aid in

reconstructing the shape and sequence of waves in a tsunami wave train. I ascribe

upward fining to decelerating flow, upward coarsening to acceleration, and horizontal

variation in vertical size grading to horizontal gradients in flow. I plot resulting

predictions on diagrams that depict continuity ofdeposition through time for deposits and

for modeled flows. Then I explore three specific applications. First I present evidence

that long·period tsunamis of the largest earthquakes produce proportionally less upward

fining than do shorter·period tsunamis from the smaller earthquakes. This evidence

includes particle·size analysis of 864 slices from deJX>sits of tsunami associated with five

earthquakes (1992 Nicaragua, Mw 7.6-7.7; 1998 Papua New Guinea Mw 7.1; 2001 Peru.

Mw 8.4; 2004 Indian Ocean, Mw 9.15, and 2005 Sumatra, Mw 8.6). Deposits of

tsunamis from the larger among the five earthquakes more often include basal sections of

upward coarsening that imply gradual acceleration, small intervals of upward coarsening

that imply interruptions to gradual deceleration (surges), and sharp coarse-over-fine

contacts best explained by arrival of later waves. Next I deduce the onshore stratigraphic

signatures of a seaward-directed bore that fonns when a steep-fronted tsunami inflow

reflects offan inland slope. I predict an upward·fining, seaward-thinning bed that drapes

local highs near the reflector and begins at a sharp basal contact on coarser, inflow sand

farther seaward. Finally I interpret the 2004 tsWlami deposit on a beach-ridge plain with
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a steep slope at its inland limit at Bang Lut, near Khao Lak, Thailand, as a record of a

wave train of at least three waves. Sand from the first wave is preserved only on the

seaward halfof the plain. Next came a larger wave that included two superimposed

surges. The second surge inundated all the plain and formed a reflected bore that draped

the plain with a seaward-thinning, upward-fining bed. The second wave concluded with

still water marked by the only widespread silt layer. Deposits near the beach record a

later wave that included at least two additional surges.
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Introduction

On most coasts thai they threaten, tsunamis happen too rarely for their hazards to

be defined by written history alone. Particularly in the aftennath of the 2004 Indian

Ocean tsunami, which lacks known historical precedent, the sedimentary deposits of past

tsunamis are accordingly gaining use as guides to tsunami risk. Such geologic records

can help define tsunami hazards while also clarifying the associated hazards from

earthquakes, landslides, and volcanic eruptions at tsunami sources (Bourgeois, in press).

In addition, as explored in this dissertation, tsunami geology has potential to reveal the

inner workings ofthe tsunami waves themselves.

Tsunamis leave many kinds ofgeologic records onshore. As it moves into

shallow water, a tsunami can generate strong currents that enlrain everything from mud to

boulders (e.g. Eaton et aI., 1961). Satellite images of the effects of the 2004 tsunami

show depressions and channels scoured in coastal plains (Higman et al. 2005). Tsunami

borne mud, sometimes laced with shredded vegetation, can blanket coastal plains (my

own unpublished observations) and settle to the bottoms of coastal lakes (Bondevik et aI.,

1997; Kelsey et aI., 2005). More so than mud or boulders, however, sheets of sand have

provided widespread records of past tsunamis.

Sand is well suited to record a tsunami. The grains are coarse enough to contrast

with the S9ils in which tsunami deposits are commonly preserved, yet they are fine

enough for a sample of a few grams to be statistically representative. Sandy deposits

commonly include grading and layering that probably record temporal variation in the

flow. The settling velocities ofsand grains-in the range 0.3-30 cmls (Ferguson and

Church, 2004}--make sand sensitive to variation in the flow speeds typical of tsunamis

(Table I). In two different but plausible tsunami flows (Table t), very coarse sand can

settle through the height of the water column in less time than the flow takes to move 500

meters, while very fine sand cannot. Also, Rouse numbers for sediment in these two

flows span a range of values where sand is usually suspended, but may include bedload

conditions (Rouse number> 2.5 Middleton and Southard, 1984).
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In this dissertation I demonstrate that a simple sedimentary model applying

intuitive ideas about sediment transport can be used to further our understanding ofeven

very complex deposits. In three chapters I explore both general patterns in tsunami

deposition and specific features measured in particular deposits. This work is founded

both in observations of relatively well understood modem tsunamis, and in the output of

hydrodynamic tsunami models.

, ,
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Background
Tsunami sources

Tsunamis can carry infonnalion about the event that generated them (e.g. Fujii

and Satake, 2007) to coastal depositional settings. Tsunamis relain substantial

information about lheir source as they move from source to shallow water because they

are nearly linear in water depths greater than a few tens ofmeters (Synolakis and

Bernard, 2006). As they move into shallow water, much infonnation should still be

retained despite nonlinear effects (see Tsunami Dynamics) jfthe time required to cross

shallow water is short compared to tsunami period, or if bathymetry and topography are

known and simple enough that their effect on a tsunami is nOI 100 strongly dependent on

small variations in initial wave structure. Tsunamis have their greatest impact. and thus

leave their clearest records, in areas readily accessible by geologists-near shore and

onlandjust above sea level.

If a tsunami carries information from offshore source to onshore sink, the

tsunami's onshore deposits may contain clues to the earthquake, landslide. volcanic

eruption, or bolide impact that generated it. Such tsunami triggers can be difficult to

discern in the geologic record due to inaccessibility or lack of preservation. For example.

the largest earthquakes occur in subduction zones (Kanamori, 1977) on faults that

primarily rupture the earth's surface at ocean depths of several kilometers, whereas the

deposits from their resultant tsunamis are conveniently located onland, in some cases

stratigraphically associated with evidence for tectonic land-level change (review:

Bourgeois, in press). Also, though difficult to measure directly, the rate and sequence of

sliding in submarine landslides have been estimated by comparing hypothetical tsunami

runup to minimum runups from evidence in the fonn of tsunami sediment in lakes

(Bondevik, "2005). Finally, bolide impacts are random on earth and thus lest often occur

on continental crust than over the more common oceanic crust (Hagstrum, 2005) where

their craters are difficult to identify and are usually subducted within a hundred millions

years. The deposits of tsunamis generated by these bolide impacts (e.g. Bourgeois et al.

'.
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1988; Dypvik et aI., 2003; Gliksan, 2004) are more likely than craters to be preserved

due to their broad geographic distribution on the edges of longer-lasting continental crust.

Tsunami dynamics
The abrupt displacement of water that leads to a tsunami can be complex in shape

(see examples ofearthquake sources in Fig. 7 in Chapter I) so the resulting wave train

can be similarly complex (Tilov and Synolakis. 1998; Synolakis and Bernard, 2006)Also,

tsunami waves evolve in shape and interact with one another in shallow water, so the

shape of attacking waves varies (Lynctt et aI., 2002). Wave fronts are sometimes steep

and breaking, other times gradual like a fast-rising tide (see Eyewitness Photos and

Videos). Usually the first positive wave is preceded by a negative wave that can leave

hundreds of meters ofsea floor exposed to the onrushing tsunami (Srinivas and Synolaks,

1996; also Eyewitness Photos and Videos). When they move onland. these long-period

(minutes to tens of minutes) waves (Mirchina and Pelinovski, 1981) produce flooding for

hundreds of meters or even kilometers inland (see for example Eyewitness Photos and

Videos, and Fig. 21 in Chapter 3). Overland water velocilies caused by tsunamis can be

meters per second and probably even tens of meters per second (e.g. Fritz el aI., 2006).

Fault rupture leads to tsunamis by abruptly deforming the seafloor and thus

displacing the overlying water column. The resuhing slope on the surface of the ocean

generates a horizontal pressure gradient that accelerates waler toward areas of lower

pressure. This disturbance propagates as waves that are commonly longer than water

depth even .in the deep ocean; such waves conform to shalJow·water wave theory

(Synolakis and Bernard, 2006). Shallow·water wave theory predicts that a wave moves

with a velocity c (celerity) related to the height of the water column: c::: (gh)1f2 , where

9 is the acceleration due to gravity, and h is the height of the water column.

Wh~n a tsunami is offshore, the height ofthe wave is insignificant compared to

the total height of the water column. Under these conditions independent waves can

cross each other without interacting, so the equations for wave propagation are linear.

The shape of straight-<:rested waves in uniform depth does not change through time

(Titovand Synolakis, 1998).

'.
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As a tsunami approaches a coast, the height of the waves becomes a significant

(0.1) portion of total water depth; the wave motion becomes nonlinear. High waves, by

moving faster, overtake and coalesce with lower waves. Similarly, preferential advance

of the wave crest creates asymmetry that shortens the times of s of rising water while

lengthening the intervals of water·level fall (TilOY and Synolakis, 1998). For example

where wave height is equal to water depth, the wave crest will move at 1.4 times the

speed oflhe leading edge. Moreover, sleeper sections of waves can disperse into

multiple short-period waves or they can break-phenomena not predicted by linear or

nonlinear shallow-water wave theory (Lynen et aI., 2002). The short-period dispersive

waves can increase a tsunami's capacity to move sediment onshore through pulsing of

onland flows and breaking that increases turbulence.

Applications oftsunami deposit studies
Tsunami deposits provide evidence ofpast events that could recur. and this

evidence has influenced knowledge of hazards on several coasts (Bourgeois, in press).

For example, in eastern Hokkaido, Japan, tsunami deposits provide evidence of tsunamis

largerthan those that have occurred in this area's two centuries of written history

(Nanayama et aI., 2003; Nanayama et aI., in press). On the west coast of the US and

Canada, where written history is similarly brief, tsunami deposits helped demonstrate the

occurrence ofgreat earthquakes at the Cascadia subduction zone (Atwater. 1987; Witter

et aI., 2003; Kelsey et a1., 2005; Peters et a1., in press). On coasts around the northeastern

Atlantic, ts~i deposits record an landslide-generated tsunami (Bondevik et a1., 1997;

Smith et aI., 2004).

Tsunami deposits can also help to define the boundaries of tectonic plates. In the

southwest comer of the Bering Sea, tsunami deposits have been used to estimate tectonic

convergence rates, and these suggest active convergence in this area where plate

boundaries are uncertain (Bourgeois et aI., 2006). Recent work by Martin and MacInnes

constrains rupture location and geometry using the geographic distribution of tsunami

deposits along the coast of Kamchatka (in progress).

Parsing tsunami deposits
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Details of the shape, number, and height of tsunami waves are important because

these details are a function of the tsunami source geometry and timing. The most readily

apparent details of tsunami deposits are usually grading and layering (e.g. Konno et aI.,

1961; Kelsey et aI., 2005; Higman and Bourgeois, in press). Layers revealed by changing

grain size have been interpreted as records of successive waves, surges, or pulses of

deposition (e.g. Atwater and Hemphill~Haley,1997; Kelsey et aI., 2005; Kilfeather et aI.,

2(07). The layers can even be scrutinized in thin section (Kilfeather et aI., 2007).

Approacb
Sedimentary model

I seek to predict and interpret stratigraphic relationships among sedimentary

structures that result from evolving tsunami flows. To do this, I apply a sedimentary

model developed for interpreting turbidites and ignimbrites, by which a flow's sediment

carrying capacity and competence to carry coarser grain size distributions vary in both

space and time (Kneller, 1995). My model resembles that of Kneller (1995). except that I

applied it to tsunamis and specifically allow for reversal in flow. Also, in chapters 2 and

3, I go beyond this model to consider the time needed for grains to settle or erode. In

both Kneller's model and mine, faster flows carry more and coarser sediment. These

models consider only relative change in grain size and flow speed. This simplification

provides flexibility in applying the models.

My sedimentary model can be applied qualitatively either as a forward model, to

predict tsunami deposits given a particular tsunami flow, or as an inverse model. to infer

flow from deposits. As a forward model it predicts general spatial relationships among

beds, and grading within beds, but it does not specify bed thickness or grain size. As an

inverse model it gives patterns of flow such as the abrupt change in speed associated with

a bore, but not specific flow velocities or time periods.

Other approaches to modeling tsunami sediment transport do manage more

complete forward or inverse modeling, but these approaches rely on simplificatjons that

as yet prevent them from being applied to interpret the internal structure of tsunami .

deposits. Only a handful of sediment-transport models for tsunamis have been published

thus far (Gelfenbaum et aI., 2007; Soulsby et al., 2007; Jaffe and Gelfenbaum, in press).

• •
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Two of these are inverse models that use a deposit's grain size and geometry to infer

properties of the flow (Soulsby et aI., 2007; Jaffe and Gelfenbaum, 2007). None of the

inverse models, however, account for the internal variability I have found in deposits I've

studied (Fig. 6 in Chapter 1. Field Ex.amples in Chapter 2, as well as Chapter 3). The

forward model of Gelfenbaum et aI. (2007) applies sediment transport theory based on

flows that are steady and uniform. However. a real tsunami flow will be neither steady

nor uniform and so may in some cases may not be well modeled using this approach.

Tsunamis include unsteady phenomena such as bores (Yeh, 2006) and generate

nonuniform flows over varied topography (see Eyewitness Photos and Videos). Also, in

order to encompass the large spatial scales of tsunami sources and tsunami propagation in

reasonable computing time, Gelfenbaum et aL (2007) and some other unpublished

modeling efforts are run at resolutions often meters or more, too coarse to resolve

depositional features on the horizontal scale of centimeters. Finally, forward modeling

requires specification of unknown boundary conditions such as the packing condition and

grain-size distribution of the sediment source.

My sedimentation model, though it does not specifically quantify important

factors such as bed shear and turbulent mixing, uses the following concepts in order to

predict and interpret sedimentary structure in tsunami deJX>sits. First. relatively strong

flows (faster flow, higher shear, stronger turbulence) carry relatively coarser sediment

(Komar, 1996). Second, stronger flows also carry more sediment. so accelerating flows

scour the bed, and decelerating flows deJX>sit. Also, over irregular beds, more nearly

steady uniform flows fill depressions with sediment while eroding al local highs. In

chapter 2, where I apply my model quantitatively, I use flow speed to approximate this

general concept of flow strength with flow speed (Fig. I).

My sedimentation model is designed to simulate deposition by flows, like those of

tsunamis, that can quickly change velocity (a vector quantity, having a direction) and

speed (the scalar magnitude of velocity). For example, using an eyewitness video o{the

2004 Indian Ocean tsunami flowing along a city street more than three kilometers inland

in Banda Aceh, Fritz et al. (2006) measured flow velocities that increased by 1.5 mls in

less than 30 seconds. Other flows shown in other eyewitness videos of this tsunami show

, .



8
nearly still water accelerated to speeds likely over 10 meters per second injusl

moments, an acceleration more than an order of magnitude higher than that measured by

Fritz et aI. (2006) (see Eyewitness Photos and Videos). As was discussed at the 2007

Tsunami Sedimentology workshop at Friday Harbor, Washington

(http://earthweb.ess.washington.edultsWlami2ldepositsitsunamisedimento]ogy.htm), and

the 2006 Tsunami Fundamentals workshop in Hila, Hawaii

(http://tsunamLorst.edu/workshop/), modeling sedimentation in such flows is a difficult

and open problem. My model seeks to circumvent the difficulties inherent in a complete

description of tsunami sedimentation by only predicting trends in sedimentation rather

than numerical estimates ofgrain size and sediment thickness. The model is likely to fail

where totally accelerating flows (see Formulation of Derivatives) are depositional or

carry progressively finer sediment, or where totally decelerating flows erode the bed or

carry progressively coarser sediment.

Caveats

In this section, I explain how scenarios where totally accelerating flows are

depositional or carry progressively finer sediment, or where totally decelerating flows

erode or carry progressively coarser sediment can arise and how they affect the

conclusions in this dissertation. The scenarios are rare, and their occurrence does not

substantially alter any ofthe results discussed in my dissertation.

In slightly accelerated flows well approximated by a steady and unifonn flow, it is

possible for velocity to increase while shear stress decreases, leading to a flow that

becomes less capable of carrying coarse sediment despite an increase in average speed.

Steady unifonn flows have often been approximated using the Law of the Wall

(Middleton and Southard, 1984, Bradshaw and Huang, 1995):

uz'" ~ 1b In(:J
Where K = 0.41 from experimental data, Uz = velocity at a certain height off the bed (z),

Zo is the roughness height, "t is shear stress, p is fluid density. Depth·avcraged speed can

be calculated by integrating across z through the entire now depth (h):

••
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Thus, for steady uniform flows u2 is proportional to t; higher velocity means higher shear

stress. However, at face value it appears that u might increase with t held constant if h

were simply increased. But in steady uniform flows driven by a gravitational pressure

gradient under a sloping fluid surface, t is proportional to h:

t = pghS

where 9 is acceleration due 10 gravity and S is surface slope. Thus for increase in both h

and U, t must increase as well unless a decline in S makes hS constant or decreasing.

However, ifhS continues to de<:rease, Uz and thus u will decrease due to decreased t.

Thus there is only a narrow band ofconditions that allow a gradually (nearly steady

uniform) accelerating flow to avoid increasing shear stress on its bed, or conversely allow

a gradually decelerating flow to avoid exerting decreasing shear stress on its bed. Since

any occurrence of these conditions would likely only be brief, since almost any change in

conditions would cause these conditions to cease, I think such occurrences are unlikely to

be a major factor affecting my analysis.

Flows that are strongly accelerated, which are likely poorly predicted by the Law

ofthe Wall, will also rarely enter conditions where decelerating flows become stronger,

or accelerating flows become weaker. Under conditions where the derivative of speed is

continuously positive or continuously negative (flows are neither transitioning from

accelerating to decelerating, from decelerating to accelerating, or reversing direction),

only some narrow band of conditions similar to those described for the gradual

acceleration case can lead to increasing speed with decreasing turbulence.

Flows transitioning from accelerating to decelerating will experience a mismatch

between speed derivatives and change in strength, but this mismatch will not change the

depositional record. When a flow passes from accelerating to decelerating, the

turbulence in the flow will continue to increase until turbulent dissipation is equal to. the

production of turbulence (Middleton and Southard, 1984). This increase in turbulence

will lead to an increase in shear stress, since the turbulence will mix an increasing amount

ofmomentum from high in the flow down to the bed. However, given continued
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deceleration and decreasing production of turbulence, turbulence and shear stress will

soon begin dropping off, so though a deposit should record the change from accelerating

to decelerating at a different time (and stratigraphic position) than it occurred, it should

record it nonetheless. This situation probably occurs under reflected bores (Chapter 2).

Only in cases where the flow briefly transitions to deceleration, but then returns to

acceleration, would a complete record not match the actual variation in speed in the

sequence of changes in flow acceleration and deceleration.

To this point, I've assumed that grain size correlates with flow strength. but it is

possible for a flow to include changes in grain·size that do not record changes in flow. In

particular, if the sediment source changes through time, the sediment transported will

change as welL Such changes are likely as a tsunami erodes (See for example Chapter 3,

Fig. 27). Changes in grain size may also result from winnowing in the sediment source,

as has been inferred for floods on the Colorado River (Rubin et al.. 1998). However, I

assume for tsunamis that these changes are unlikely to explain most panems of

deposition because tsunamis erode over such a broad area that they are Wllikely to be

biased by changing localized sources for sediment eventually deposited at a single

location.

My sedimentation model will not apply to cross-laminated sand ifon-bed sorting

of sediment occurred during deposition. Sediment can sort where sediment flows down

lee slopes of bedforms fonning grain flows (Bagnold, 1956), or where sediment

segregates across low reliefbedfonns that may lead to planar lamination (Komar, 1996).

However, in horizontally laminated sand where lamination is subtle or where within

laminae grain-size variation is averaged by sampling. my model will still provide

accurate results.

Formulation ofderivatives

To quantify change in speed, the model separates the total time derivative of

velocity into a lemporal and spalial tenn:

Total

i Temporal Spatial

du=&I. u Ou
cit Ol. ox

"
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where u is velocity, t is time, and x is horizontal distance. The partial derivatives in

space and time are defined at or across a single point (Eulerian perspective), while the

total derivative follows an individual water particle (Lagnmgian perspective). Because

shear stress and turbulence do not depend on the direction of flow, I prefer to express my

model in terms of speed <llull), leading to this fonnulation (Fig I):

Ou + U OO foru>O

{

01 51(
dllull = Undefined for u = 0

dt
-0;: + u~~ foru<O

Although the femporal telill the change in speed at a given point-determines

the change in grain·size distribution present in the flow, deposition or erosion depends on

the temporal and sparial terms together. tfboth are slowing, deposition always occurs,

leaving progressively finer sediment and a nonnally graded bed. If both are speeding up,

erosion occurs. If the temporal and spolial terms act in opposite directions, the results

depend on the relative magnitude of these two terms. If the flow is slowing down

through time, but speeding up through space to such an extent that the water experiences

a total increase in speed, the flow will be erosional, leaving no deposit. Conversely for a

flow that speeds up temporally but loses total speed by spatial slowing, the sedimentation

model predicts deposition of an inversely graded bed.

Continuity diagrams
I use a new diagram to portray predicted and observed variability in deposits.

Such variability can include changes in the number, size, and sequence oflayers in a

tsunami deposit as it crosses topographic relief on horizontal scales from centimeters to

tens of meters. A small dip and small rise just decimeters apart can be covered with

visibly different deposits because the flow interacts with topographic variation, leading to

spatial gradients in flow properties. The new diagram, which I call a continuity diagram

(Figs. 2·3), shows variation in grain size and in the extent of deposition, both laterally in

the deposit and vertically through time. Time is plotted vertically from bottom to top, in

stratigraphic order. The horizontal axis can a modeled variable, such as speed, that

causes deposition to vary laterally across the bed. Alternatively, the x·axis can be the

variation in relative lateral extent ofdifferent layers within a deposit. Because continuity

"
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diagrams can be generated from either model output or actual deposit data, they

provide a medium ofcomparison between model results and physical reality.

To explain how continuity diagrams are constructed, I first use a continuity

diagram to represent a simplified tsunami deposit (Fig. 2). Next) similarly use a

continuity diagram to represent model output (Fig. 3). Finally, I compare the two results

(Fig. 4).

Here I show continuity diagrams where variation is defined by grain size. Where

recognizable in the field, structures revealed by changes in grain size can be mapped in

outcrop or trench walls, as illustrated in Chapter 3. In addition, as shown in Chapters 1

and 3,1 commonly quantify vertical variation in grain·size by particle-size analysis.

To summarize this kind of data in a continuity diagram, I need to define

depositional surfaces (time lines), which requires making assumptions about the process

ofdeposition (Fig. 2). First, I assume that laminae and sharp contacts are time lines over

horizontal distances ofa few meters or less. I resist extending this assumption for greater

distances because the arrival time for a change in a flow is likely to vary laterally.

Second, I assume that at a given instant. the same grain size accumulates wherever,

within those few meters, deposition is occurring (see argument in Chapter 3, p. 57). This

assumption allows a time line to be drawn within a graded bed.

With a map of time lines, it is possible to construct a time-stratigraphic diagram

(chronostratigraphic chart or Wheeler Diagram; Wheeler, 1958; Emery and Myers, 1996)

On a time-stratigraphic diagram, absolute or relative time replaces height as the vertical

axis, so where and when the record is present or absent can be clearly shown (Fig. 2c).

When used 10 summarize a deposit, a conlinuity diagram is a generalized version of a

time-stratigraphic diagram. Instead of representing horizontal distance at a specific

location, the horizontal axis represents the deposit's generalized lateral extent in tenns of

depositional environment. Senings where the depositional record is complete are

represented on the left side of the diagram, while senings where the deposit is entirely

missing appear on the right (Fig. 2d).

A similar continuity diagram can be constructed from the output ofa

hydrodynamic model that computes velocity as a function of space and time (Fig. 3). In

, ,
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keeping with asswnptions in the sedimentation model, trends in grain size foHow

trends in speed, erosion results from positive total acceleration, and deposition results

from total deceleration (Fig. 3a). To account for local variation not included in the model

run, I add an additional spatial acceleration tenn (Fig. 3b). This tenn is positive in local

depressions and negative on local rises. Because it influences time series orlotal·

acceleration time-series, it predicts erosion and deposition through time across varied

terrain (Fig. 3c). Finally I populate the depositional domain of the diagram with grain

size that I infer from speed (Fig. 3d).

As for comparing observations with models, Figure 4 illustrates the potential for

using continuity diagrams to compare a complex set of graded beds observed in trench

walls with the complex time histories of flows computed from hydrodynamic models. In

Chapter 2, such comparisons aid in interpreting observed tsunami deposits from Thailand

and Nicaragua.

Case Studies
Through my model variation in grain size of tsunami deposits can be interpreted

as evidence for temporal and spatiaJ change in speed. In this dissertation I explore three

applications oflhis idea: relating graded bedding to deduced differences in tsunami wave

period (Chapter I); predicting the stratigraphic record of seaward-running bores that fonn

at inland scarps (Chapter 2); and inferring the sequence of waves and surges thaI

produced a deposit of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami in Thailand (Chapter 3).

Sandy Clu~ to Tsunami Period (Chapter J)

Tsunami deposits vary in complexity that may, in part. reflect the period of

attacking waves. Using grain·size data from the deposits of five modem tsunamis, I

show that this complexity tends to increase with the size of the earthquake at the tsunami

source.

Predicled Sedimentary Record of Reflected Bores on Coaslal Plains Overrun by

Tsunamis (Chapter 2)

My sedimentation model predicts that distinctive deposits result n seaward

directed bore that results from reflection of an incoming flow by an inland scarp. Input

for the predictions includes output from two hydrodynamic models.

• •
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Sand·sheet Stratigraphy Recording the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami on a Coastal

Plain in Thailand (Chapler J)

A tsunami, and the deposit that records it, will vary depending on details afthe

bathymetry and topography it overruns. To glean the maximum amount of information

from any tsunami deposit, the deposit should be examined as an individual record in a

specific place, as I do in Chapter 3. Here I reconstruct the sequence of waves, surges,

and reflected bores in 2004 that draped a coastal plain in Thailand in a complex layer of

sand. At this site the sediment source included a broad range of grain sizes, the tsunami

included multiple waves and surges, and small topographic variations provided diverse

settings for the tsunami deposit.

, ,



rties of sand in two exam Ie tsunami flows
Example I Example 2
Flow depth = 5 m Flow depth = 2 m
Flow speed "" 7 m1s Flow speed = 2 m1s
Froude number;; I Froude number = 0.45

IS

Size range (sand)
Senling velocity range (spherical silica sand)
Senling distance as a percent ofcolumn
height during 500 m of transport.
Rouse number range (grain roughness only)
Rouse number range (roughness 10 em)

0.065 mm to 2 mm
0.3 to 30 emfs

4.26% to 426%
0.03 102
0.01 to 1

, ,

0.065 mm to 2 mm
0.3 1030 emfs

37.5% to 3750'10
0.1 to 7.3
0.037 10 3.67
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Figure 1 Sedimentary model. a Faster flows carry more and coarser sediment. When water is
increasing in' speed, it will both erode and carry progressively coarser sediment. When it slows, it
will deposit progressively finer sediment. b To use these assumptions to predict or interpret
deposits it is necessary to relate the total change in velocity of water moving through space to the
tempor-al and spatial change in the velocity of water crossing a point. c Derivatives in speed are
simply related to velocity derivatives. d The interplay between temporal and spatial change in
speed leads to either inverse or nonnal grading in deposits that val)' in thickness across the
landscape.
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II DEPOSIT (VertICally
engg8l'1lled)

b DEPOSIT WITH
TIME-LINES .r.owong
Ihe $l.Ilf1Ice of the
depo$Il thrO!.9h lml!

....... n,wslille

,

-Hon:~l dislan<:e-

d CONTINUITY DIAGRAM
~ IlOW' oepos.tlOfl and
griJlI'l SIZe vaned tt1rough lme

Figure 2 Explanation ofa continuity diagram that summarizes variation in a hypothetical
deposit. a Deposit, showing grading and visible evidence oferosion such as truncated laminae or
heavy.mineral1ags. b Time-lines mapped onlo a. C Time-stratigraphic section for this deposit.
d continuity diagram. The continuity diagram is faded where it is not constrained by the
hypothetical deposit. This constraint narrows through time because the deposit flattens the bed,
decreasing bed variability that would make it possible for the deposit to record variation in
deposition.
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• NUMERICAl MODEL
OUTPUT with implicall()llS
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Figure 3 Using a continuity diagram 10 summarize model output. a OUIPUI from a numerical
model (Coulwave: lynen et aI., 2002). b Examples of pelturbed 101a1 derivative time-series. c
Periods of deposition from b overlain on a map of the domains of erosion and deposition when
the spatial derivative of speed is allowed to vary conlinuously. d continuity diagram.
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COMPARISON
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Drape Lens
-ContinuJly- .101 1:10·

dliUllmlsl)
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Figure 4 Comparison between the continuity diagrams from Figs. 3 and 4. Both show two
normally graded beds (A, and B grading up into C) exhibiting similar histories. A is fairly
extensive, and becomes more extensive with time. The base of B is only deposited in local lows,
while erosion is happening elsewhere, but as it fines upward it becomes more extensive.
Following a period of increased erosion that only leaves deposits in local depressions, C is
deposited in depressions and later onto flat areas as well.
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Cbapter 1: Sandy Clues to Tsunami Period

Hypothesis
In the sandy onshore deposits of tsunamis from subduction~zone earthquakes, the

abundance of upward fining (normal grading) varies inversely with earthquake size

through two intermediate quantities: fault·rupture width and tsunami period. The largest

subduction zone earthquakes, which tend to have the greatest rupture width, warp tens of

thousands of square kilometers of seafloor. Seafloor deformation lifts or drops a similar

region of the ocean surface to initiate a tsunami. The periods of waves composing a

tsunami are set by the initial wavelength ofdeformation, and thus by the width of

deformation. so wider deformation produces a longer·period tsunami. Longer-period

waves are more likely to accelerate gradually, carrying first finer sediment and then

coarser sediment, and so are more likely to leave deposits that coarsen (increase in grain

size) upward. Also longer-period tsunamis probably include more waves and more minor

fluctuations in flow, both of which can lead to small intervals of upward coarsening.

Observations
I measured vertical variation in particle size to explore relationships between

tsunami deposit characteristics and earthquake size (moment magnitude Mw). Some

deposits have relatively simple variation in particle size; size generally decreases from

the bottom to the top of the deposit (upward fining or nonnal grading). Other deposits

include sections where the size increases upward (upward coarsening or inverse grading).

I quantified the degree to which deposits fine upward (Fig. 5) by using particle-size

analysis of 864 sand samples, in 39 sets of vertically contiguous samples from a total of

25 sample sites among five tsunamis (Appendix A): Nicaragua (1992; Mw 7.6·7.7

(Satake, 1994)), Papua New Guinea (1998; Mw 7.1) (Tappin et al., 2001; Gelfenbaum

and Jaffe, 2003), Peru (2001; Mw 8.4 (PerfeUini, 2005)), Indian Ocean (2004; Mw 9.15

(Chlieh el aI., 2007)) and Sumatra (2005; M. 8.6 (Kone" 2007)).

Among the 39 measured sets, I chose 25 sets·- one from each site _. for plotting

in Figure 6. 1eliminated the others to make each of the plotted sets statistically

independent (Appendix B). To chose among multiple sets from a single site, I selected

••
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the sample set from the thickest deposits, on the premise that the thickest deposits offer

the greatest opportunity to deviate from simple normal grading, as inferred below (p. 22).

The results, tabulated in Appendix A and summarized in Fig. 6, show an inverse

relation between degree ofupward fining and earthquake size. Statistical significance

can be shown for a comparison between deposits of tsunamis from merely large

magnitude (Mw 7·8) earthquakes and tsunamis associated with great (Mw 8-9) and giant

(Mw 9+) earthquakes (p-value < 0.05; Appendix B).

Model
Tsunami period should be related to source earthquake magnitude via the width of

seafloor deformation. Larger earthquakes result from wider bands offault rupture and

thus deform a larger area of seafloor (Dorwick and Rhodes, 200I) (Fig. 7). This

deformation sets the initial shape of the tsunami (e.g. Synolakis and Bernard, 2006; Titov

and Synolakis. 1998). The width of defonnation corresponds to the width of the initial

wavefonn, and thus detennines the waves initial wavelength and corresponding period,

as is observed for 33 Japanese and Russian tsunamis recorded on tide gauges (Mirchina

and Pelinovsky, 1981). Though wavelength shortens as the wave moves into shallower

water, period is approximately conserved. Thus larger earthquakes on average produce

longer-period tsunamis. This negative correlation is supported by observations of

tsunami period by Abe (2005) showing that the Mw 9.5 (magnitude from Kanamori,

1977) 1960 Chile tsunami had a much longer·period tsunami (47-49 minutes) than three

tsunamis frpm smaller earthquakes (22 minutes for the tsunami associated with the 1968

Tokachi-oki earthquake of Mw 8.2 (Schwanz and Ruff, 1985), and 10 minutes for the

Sanriku tsunamis of 1896 (Mw 8.0; Tanioka and Satake, 1996) and 1933 (Mw 8.4;

Kanamori,1971».

To explain vertical grading as a function of wave shape. I assume that change in

the grain size of sediment being deposited records the changing speed of the tsunami flow

(See Introduction). At a given locality. faster flows carry coarser sediment, while slower

flows carry finer sediment. Deposition occurs if water slows ~ause of weakening of

the flow through time, or because ofexpansion of the flow or frictional damping as it

moves through space (Kneller, 1995). Conversely, when water accelerates it erodes.

-.
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This model can predict change in relative grain-size at a single location, but do not

make predictions about absolute grain-size.

To detect inverse grading in deposits where it occurs, lhicker deposits, which will

generally be more complete records, should be studied. I interpret inverse grading as a

record of flow that is speeding up. and times when this occurs are likely to be the most

sparsely recorded, because in many places the flow would erode (See Introduction).

Thus the signal I describe here is expected to be weaker for thinner deposits (Figs. 8f,

ge). In general, the samples analyzed from this study were from trenches where the

deposit was relatively thick, as these included the most variation. Where muhiple sample

sets were collected at the same location, only the thickest was included in my analysis.

Asswning that faster flows carry more and coarser sediment, several factors can

explain a negative correlation between tsunami period and upward fining. Longer-period

tsunamis can generate more-gradual accelerations when they flood coastal plains, and

gradual acceleration can be recorded as upward coarsening. Also,longer-period tsunamis

will generate flows that slow more gradually, so even minor increases in flow can result

in upward coarsening. Finally, longer period tsunamis retain more energy as they reflect

or refract (e.g. Liu et aI., 2005), so it is more likely that multiple large waves and of

onland wave reflections would lead to more, sharp coarse-over-fine contacts and thus less

upward fining.

In principle, grading varies with tsunami period through wave shape (Fig. 8).

Because each part ofa shallow water wave like a tsunami moves at a speed (c)

proportional to the square root of water depth (c = (gh)ll2), the tsunami's leading edge

slows relative to the wave crest. Consequently, if a tsunami wave has a short period, the

wave crest can overtake the wave front, which will then be nearly vertical. As a short

period tsunami runs onshore, the inundation begins with abrupt acceleration as the steep

front passes. Thereafter the flow gradually decelerates. The accelerating water at the

front of the wave has only seconds to be recorded by a sedimentary deposit, and the.

acceleration is so strong that it will almost always erode and thus not be recorded. The

ensuing deceleration produces upward fining that dominates the deposit ofa short-period

tsunami.
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By the same token., upward fining need not predominate if the tsunami period is

long. The more gradual rise of water at the front of a long-period wave causes gradual

acceleration which can increases the grain size of sand the flow carries. This increase,

where recorded depositionally, produces upward coarsening. Although an accelerating

flow on a flat surface will erode, upward coarsening can be preserved where topography

spatially decelerates the flow, as happens where a flow expands into a swale between

beach ridges (Fig. 1). This process explains continuous sections of inverse grading in

tsunami deposits, such as shown in Fig. 8g.

Thin bands of upward coarsening interrupting upward-fining trends are also more

likely in the deposits oflonger-period tsunamis (Fig. 9). The more gradually slowing

water in longer-period tsunamis is more likely to be briefly accelerated due to minor

surges than the quickly slowing water in shorter period waves. If accelerated, this water

can carry coarser sediment, depositing it in swales and leading to upward coarsening in

the deposit. This process probably explains some ofcoarse-over·fine samples in overall

nonnally graded deposits (Fig. 9).

Coarse-aver-fine transitions are also more likely for longer-period waves because

they will tend to include more episodes of inundation (waves) than shorter period

tsunamis (Fig. 10). Even successive waves that are recorded by nonnally graded beds

will leave a stacked record where coarser sediment at the base ofone bed overlies finer

sediment at the top of a previous bed. And all else being equal, longer wavelength

tsunamis tend to include more waves because longer waves wiJl retain more of their

energy as they refract and reflect during their approach to a given coastline. For

example, the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami apparently reflected off the Maldives to arrive

as a late large wave along the west coast of Sri Lanka (Liu et al., 2005). As a result,

long-period waves can leave a sedimentary record that includes coarse-over·fine

transitions (Fig. 7f). However, this process differs from the wave·asymmetry and flow

deceleration effects in that not only longer period waves will generate more upward.

fining, but also higher amplitude waves. By including more waves that overtop the

beach. taller tsunamis also produce more inverse grading.

Caveats
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The approach in this chapter does not consider several factors that could be

incorporated in order to more reliably associate grading and source-earthquake size.

Water depth at a tsunami source should also be inversely correlated with wave period,

and so tsunamis generated in deeper water might appear to have been generated by

smaller earthquakes than those generated in shallower water. Also, complex bathymetry

in a tsunami path can lead to more complex waveforms, resulting in deposits that include

more upward coarsening than deposits on simpler coastlines. Ancient deposits may be

mixed by plant roots and burrowing animals during the time after their formation, and

thus subtle intervals of upward coarsening might well vanish. Finally, the effects of wave

period will be less where deposits drape local rises, so in ancient deposits where

geomorphic setting is unknown. a lack of inverse grading may either indicate the tsunami

was short period or that the deposit is only observed where it is locally thin and doesn't

include inverse grading.

Conclusions
Longer-period tsunamis will tend to generate more gradual flow accelerations,

more interruptions to flow deceleration, and more periods of inundation. Each of these

effects lead to deposits with more inverse grading than deposits of shorter period

tsunamis. This relationship may explain some of the variability shown by particle-size

analysis of five modem tsunami deposits.

"
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Figure 5 a Example deposit (2004 tsunami deposit at Lhok Kruet, Sumatra) b Measured
grading where each black rectangle represeniS a single sample that is contiguous with the samples
above and below. The height of the rectangle covers the sample's depth range, and the width is
an estimate of measurement error. C Grading types assuming grading is continuous between the
midpoints of individual samples. Each colored rectangle shows the apparent grain-size trend
between sample midpoints. d By this definition, this deposit is 62% upward fining. Where
grading is probably too subtle to be reliably defined by my methods, I still use the trend.
assuming that any inaccurate categorization is equally likely for either grading trend.
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FigUR 6 Moment magnitude vs. proponion upward fining for five recent tsunamis.· The 1998
Papua New Guinea tsunami may have been generated by a landslide rather than by the Mw 7.1
earthquake (Tappin eta!., 2001).
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• 2004 Indian Ooe.,.
Mw9.1-9.3

b 2005 Sumatr.
Mw 8.6-8. 1

C 2001 Peru..."
~
d 1992 NicaragUil
Mw76-77,
e 1998 P,IPUil New Guinea
Mw 7.0-7.'
or 5 /{m wide landslide (roo
SIIlall to show)

Figure 7 E:irthquake rupture areas: a Inferred from coseismic deformation and seismic inversion
(Cblieh et aI., 2007); b Inferred from coseismic deformation and seismic inversion (Konca clsl..
2(07); c Inferred from seismic inversion (Perfettini et aI., 2005); d Inferred from tsunami records
(Satake 1994); e Based on oceanographic mapping ofa fault and a landslide in the area where the
tsunami likely originated (Tappin el aJ., 200 I).
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Figure 8 Inverse grading that records a gradual acceleration: a Two simple waves as they might
be al their source. b Waves from a, after developing asymmetry as they pass into shallow water.
c Flow speed is in phase with tsunami height. d Grain-size correlates with speed. e Deposit
where thick. f Deposit where thin. Only where thicker does the deposit record progressive
coarsening through time. g Example grading data showing a promincnI inverse grading trend in
the lower section ofa 2004 tsunami deposit from Simeulue (95.7577 E. 2.8322 N).
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Figure 9 Inverse grading that records minor periods of acceleration that interrupt gradual
deceleration. a-«= The link between changing water height and changing grain·size for waves of
different period (similar to bod in Fig. 4). d and e Thick and thin deposits. fExample data from
Khao Lak. Thailand (98.2676 E. 8.8330 N). Because the standard error in the mean grain·size
measurements is not established for settling column measurements like this, it is difficult to
distinguish minor upward coarsening from analytical noise. bUI it is nol unlikely thaI in a section
of such gradual change in grain-size there would be narrow bands of upward coarsening.
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Figure 10 Rapid accelerations accompanying the arrival of later waves can be recorded as abrupt
upward coarsening: 8-e are arranged identically to Fig. 5. f An example dataset from north of
Khao Lak, Thailand (98.2667 E, 8.8333 N). Two abrupt upward coarsening points are marked in
the deposit. These corresponded to laterally continuous coarse-over·tine contacts observed along
hundreds of meters oftransect, and probably record successive waves.
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Chapter 2: Predicted Sedimentary Record of Reflected Bores on
Coastal Plains Overrun by Tsunamis

Introduction
The sedimentary records of tsunamis commonly fonn and endure on beach-ridge

plains and coastal marshes. Where such lowlands have been building seaward in the late

Holocene, they commonly terminate inland at former sea cliffs or other steep slopes.

If, during a tsunami, fast-moving water does reach a steep slope at the landward

end ofa plain. it will likely fonn a reflected bore similar to those observed on a beach in

Thailand during the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami (Fig. 11) and at a macrotidal Alaskan

estuary subject to tidal bores (Fig. 12b-d). In both of these cases, the incoming flow

crossed hundreds of meters of exposed, nearly horizontal seafloor before reflecting.

Similarly at coastal plains, a tsunami can cross exposed, nearly horizontal land before

reflecting.

Nonlinear, numerical tsunami-run-up models predict the formation of reflected

bores for a tsunami that hits a steep slope at the landward limit of a horizontal plain. The

reflected bore causes an abrupt change in velocity-an event that would likely be

recorded in a resulting deposit (Fig. 12a).

In this chapter I use my simple sedimentary model (Fig. I) to predict deposit

grading for a simple reflected-bore scenario (Fig. 13) and for output from numerical

tsunami models (Figs. 14-15), to gain insights into the internal structures of real tsunami

deposits that blanket beach-ridge plains and marshes. The sedimentary structure of

tsunanli deposits vary for a number of reasons. Relatively simple deposits, such as those

from the 1998 Papua New Guinea and 1992 Nicaragua tsunamis (Gelfenbaum and Jaffe,

2003; Higman and Bourgeois, in press) consist ofjust one or two normally graded beds

that vary in thickness, basal grain size, and rate of grading (change in mean grain size per

depth). In more complex deposits such as those from the 1960 Chile, 200 I Peru and.

2004 Indian Ocean tsunamis (Chapter I; Kon'no, 1961; Jaffe et al., 2003; Moore et al..

2006; Jaffe et aI., 2006), multiple layers are common and grading within layers can be

either inverse or normal. The number ofJayers in these deposits varies across hundreds
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ofmeters, where the variation might be explained by differences in the number and

structure of waves affecting widely separated points, and over just a few meters, where

the variation more likely reflects local factors such as small irregularities in pre-existing

topography.

My ultimate objective, beyond the scope of this paper, is to use evidence of

reflected bores in tswuuni deposits to constrain tsunami flow conditions. At a minimum,

evidence ofa reflected bore shows that a paleo-tsunami did actually reach whatever slope

produced the reflection. Furthermore,longer-period tsunamis will produce more

sustained, strong oDland flow, and thus increase the lime and distance over which

reflected bores evolve as they move against the incoming flow. So if the evolution ofa

reflected bore is recorded in its deposit, the distance over which this evolution occurred

would provide information about the period of the anacking tsunami.

Predictions
Here I apply my sedimentary model (Fig. II; based on Kneller, 1995; see

Introduction) to output from two depth-integrated, nonlinear, shallow-water wave

models-Coulwave (Lynett et al., 2002) and Delft3D (Stelling and van Kester, 1994}

which I implement for tsunami inundation. Coulwave uses a Boussinesque

approximation of the Navier Stokes equations to handle dispersion and includes effects of

wave breaking. Delft3D, though it can be implemented for fully 3D flow, was run in this

case with only one horizontal dimension and with depth-integrated velocity. These

hydrnulic models improve on my cartoon model (Fig. 13) at least by quantifying the flow

geometry and by including specific formulation for dissipation and conservation of

kinetic energy and momentum. The model runs I use here incorporate unrealistically

low friction which makes horizontal trends in flow weaker than in real tsunamis crossing

undulating ~egetated plains. However, I am using these trends merely to resolve general

pattems of flow. In each case I run modeled waves across a horizontal plain with a slope

(reflector) at its landward limit. Specific parameters for each run are provided

graphically in Figs. 14 and 15.

I now describe three simulations ofa reflected bore. The first and most simplified

of these qualitatively presents bore reflection where speed varies linearly with time

••
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except when passage of the bore front causes sudden change (Fig. 13). The second

presents numerical results from Coulwave for a single positive wave reflecting off a 2%

slope (Fig. 14). The third presents numerical results from Delft3D for a wave train that

reflects offa vertical wall (Fig. IS).

Simulated deposits ofreflected bores
Modeled variation in speed can be combined using my sedimentary model (Fig.

I) to estimate the structure ofa tsunami deposit (Figs. 16-18). I represent the deposit's

internal structure in continuity diagrams (Chapter I) that show, for three places between

the beach and a reflector, the depositional sequence of an incoming wave and its reflected

bore. Near the reflector, where the bore starts fast and decelerates abruptly, the abruptly

slowing flow drapes the sediment surface with normally graded sediment (Fig. 16,

location C). At intermediate distances from the reflector. the direction ofthe flow

reverses, but its speed, and thus capacity and competence, do not change (location B).

Also, because seaward flow can be augmented by the landward-moving withdrawal, the

flow following the bore may be speeding up and more erosional. Finally at locations far

from the reflector the deposit records two waning flows, one from the inflood and one

from the reflected bore, each as a normally graded bed.

Some of the predictions made using this model can be modified to account for the

time it takes for sediment to be eroded or deposited, and for situations where sediment is

deposited, and then subsequently eroded. At medium and long distances from the

reflector(Fig. 16, locations A and B) the flow after the reflected bore is erosive (Fig. 16c)

removing previously deposited sediment. Also, when the flow slows suddenly (Fig. 16,

location C) or speeds up suddenly (Fig. 16, location A) the resulting deposition or erosion

takes some time (Fig. 16c).

The .continuity diagrams illustrate how the deposit varies depending on local

topography. In lows, a more negative spatial derivative of speed leads to deposition even

at times when the flow is erosional elsewhere. Overall, the deposit of the incident flow

and reflected bore includes two normally graded beds far from the reflector, one normally

graded bed with a erosional contact in the middle at intermediate distances from the

"
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reflector, and a normally graded bed that drapes the sediment surface near the reflector

(Fig. 16<1).

Similar diagrams for the Coulwave and Delft3D model runs (Figs. 17, 18) are

more realistic than the cartoon in Figure 13 and 16, but are also likely to include

complexities that are a function of the particular realization of fluid dynamics used in

these models. However, these and the cartoon in Figure 13 show the same abrupt

seaward change in velocity as the reflected bore passes-the feature that my

interprelation rests upon.

Deposit near reflector (loco/ion C)
To form a reflected bore, a tsunami must be flowing quickly when it reaches the

reflector, and thus be capable ofcarrying relatively coarse sediment. However, any

deposit recording fast inflowing water will have only begun to form when the water is

abruptly Slopped by the passage oflhe reflected bore. Relatively fine sediment rains out

of this stilled water (Figs. 16b, 17b, location C).

The results ofmy simple model can be improved by accounting for time lag in

deposition after the bore passes (Figs. 16c, 17c). Time lags-from settling time,

dissipation of turbulence, and reversal of the boundary layer-spread deposition out over

some time. The result is nonnally graded deposit that drapes topography, unlike deposits

of more nearly steady flows that lap onto, but are absent from, local high spots. In the

absence of larger incoming waves or strong reflector·parallel currents, it is likely that this

drape will survive later reworking because later currents will usually be slow at this

position far from the beach. After the fonnation of this drape, gradually withdrawing

water will leave very little deposit (Figs. 16c, 17c.location C).

Where a wave moves through standing water, such as a lagoon or waters ponded

from a previous wave, the inrushing wave will generally leave little deposit near the

reflector. Unlike water crossing dry ground, a wave crossing water outruns sediment·

laden water as it moves into sediment·free standing water. Though the inrushing wave

may rework the sediment surface near the reflector by briefly shifting the standing water

landward, it is unlikely to suspend enough sediment to yield a substantial deposit.

Deposit at an intermediate distance from the reflector (location B)
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The abrupt decrease in landward velocity that results in a distinct deposit near

the reflector also occurs in more seaward locations. However, in the time it takes for the

reflected bore to move seaward the incoming flow may slow, so the velocity change can

be great enough to reverse the flow (Figs. 15 and 16, location B); the flow's speed (the

scalar rate of motion relative to the substrate) decreases less than the flow velocity (the

degree to which the flow is moving landward). There exists some point where the abrupt

decrease in landward velocity as the bore passes corresponds to no change in flow speed.

At this point I expect no abrupt change in grain size as lhe reflected bore passes.

However, the flow may still experience a change in the total derivative of speed that

changes the spatial pattern ofdeposition on the bed. For example in Figure 8b, the

reflected bore results in a period oferosion that would be recorded as an abrupt fine-over

coarse lransition. Allowing for lime lags in deposition and erosion scarcely alters this

expected stratigraphic sequence (Fig 16c, 17c.location B).

Depositfar from rejiector(/ocation A)
Far from the reflector, in places where it arrives long after the passage of the

leading tsunami front, a reflected bore can meet inflow that has already slowed, stopped.

or even reversed. The slowing of the inflow yields a nonnally graded bed by reducing

the grain size left in suspension. The reflected bore yields a second nonnally graded bed

by slowing after its own abrupt arrival (Fig. 16b, 17b. location A).

The sudden increase in speed upon the arrival of the reflected bore should also

erode the upper portion of the first nonnally graded bed before deposition of a second·

nonnally graded bed. Because it takes time to mix sediment up into the flow, some time

will pass where the speed (and shear stress) ofthe flow is decreasing but erosion is still

occurring. This time lag in erosion is not captured by the simplistic sedimentary model,

which I modify accordingly in Figs. 16c and 17c (location A). Most of the sediment thus

eroded comes from the pre-existing tsunami deposit and pre-tsunami soil-provenance

that may provide aid in distinguishing the reflected-bore deposit from thal ofa su~ssive

incoming wave or surge. Otherwise. an overlying nonnally graded bed from a reflected

bore may closely resemble the deposit ofa second surge.

Field Examples

--
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A deposit from the 1992 Nicaragua tsunami (Higman and Bourgeois, in press),

in a lagoon at Playa de Popoyo with a 11 % slope at its landward limit, includes the

features expected for a deposit recording a reflected bore (Fig. 19). The landward edge

of the lagoon there has Iinle deposit, as expected given the standing water in this lagoon

at the time of the tsunami. In the middle of the lagoon, a sharp contact marked by a

dense-mineral lag between finer sediment and overlying coarser sediment may record

erosion from passage of the reflected bore. At the seaward end of the profile a local low

spot includes two stacked normally graded beds-a feature not present in deposits in

nearby profiles that lack a tsunami reflector.

A deposit of the 2004 tsunami in Thailand also shows features consistent with a

reflected bore (Chapter 3). One fine·grained bed, the only one that thins toward the

ocean, drapes a sharp ridge near a steep slope at the limit of inundation. Farther seaward,

as I saw in Nicaragua, this bed unconformably overlies coarser sediment. In Thailand,

there are no stacked normally graded beds near the seaward limit that could correspond to

a reflected bore. This can happen ifa reflected bore is still encountering landward

moving water (as in location B, Figs. 16, 17) even as it moves seaward of the beach.

Discussion
In trains of large tsunami waves, later waves that encounter standing water from

earlier waves may form landward-moving bores. In addition, reflected bores can form if

these waves reach inland reflectors. This abundance of flows is capable of producing the

stratigraphic complexity shown in Figs. 15 and 18. Further stratigraphic complexity can

be expected of tsunami waves that encounter curved reflectors, approach the shore from

more than one direction, or enter coastal lakes.

Condusions
In a tsunami deposit that includes a record of a reflected bore, depositional

patterns are likely to vary with location along a profile between the sea and the reflector:

near the reflector, a thick, normally graded drape; at intermediate distances from the

reflector, a normally graded deposit possibly including a sharp basal contact; and far from

the reflector, two normally graded beds. These predicted features should be detectable in
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paleo-tsunami deposits. and similar features have been found in modem deposits in

senings where reflected bores are likely to form.

The methods employed here could be applied 10 many features of tsunamis and

their deposits. as well as to other sandy deposits. By providing a link between tsunami

dynamics and complex deposits, these tools for reading the paleo-tsunami record can also

improve understanding of tsunami hazard and of the events that generate tsunamis.
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Chapter 3: Sand-sheet Stratigraphy from the 2004 Indian Ocean

Tsunami on Coastal Plain in Thailand

Introduction
Parsing a tsunami deposit to identify the records of individual waves is important

for sedimentologic estimates of flow depth and velocity and for using tsunami deposits to

teach the public-safety lesson that the first wave isn't necessarily the last, or the biggest.

In addition, tsunami modelers need geologic constraints on the number, sequence, and

shapes of waves to help evaluate their numerical simulations of the wave trains of

hypothetical tsunamis. Such modeled tsunamis may be the basis for hazard assessment

like the time histories that accompany tsunami-inundation maps in northwestern North

America (e.g. Walsh et aI., 2000). Ahernately models can produce sets ofdistinct

hypothetical tsunamis from a variety of different possible sources. such as earthquakes of

different size, slip distribution or location, or such as tsunamis generated by different

sources such as earthquakes, landslides, volcanic eruptions, or bolide impacts. The

predicted tsunamis from these sources can then be compared to geologic records of real

tsunamis in order to narrow the range ofpossible tsunami sources.

The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami provides unprecedented opportunities to

understand the geologic records of individual waves. For the first time, a wealth of video

footage and photography shows a tsunami in action, even to the point of yielding

esti":!ates of its onshore velocity (Fritz et aI., 2006). Also for the first time, geologists_

have surveyed the deposits of a modem tsunami at locations distributed along thousands

of kilometers of coast. Results of these surveys are now available from India (Chadha et

aI., 2005; Nagendra et aI., 2005; Peterson et aI., 2005; Singarasubramanian et aI., 2006;

Murari et aI., 2007); Indonesia (Moore et aI., 2006; Jaffe et aI., 2006); Maldives (Kench

et aI., 2006); Sri Lanka (Goff et aI., 2006; Morton et aI., 2007); and Thailand

(SzcZllcinski et aI., 2005; Fujino et aI., 2006; Szczucinski et aI., 2006; Hon et aI., in

press; Hawkes et aI., in press; Umitsu et aI., in press) with more to come.

In this study, I start by summarizing the 2004 tsunami wave train as recorded in

video and still photographs from Thailand. These images show various combinations of

waves, defined as inflows separated by outflows, and surges, defined as accelerated

--
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inflows superimposed on waves. Ilhen interpret the details of a sand sheet from 2004

as the geologic record of a series ofsuch waves and surges. I show how a stratigraphic

record of the 2004 tsunami deposit in Thailand varies across the landscape, and I trace

marker layers to identify a stratigraphic record of individual waves and surges .

I find enormous variability in the appearance and completeness of this record

across a coastal plain. This variability resulted from deposition and erosion that were

both patchy and intermittent. The tsunami's stratigraphic record is least incomplete

(most continuous) in local swales. The swales show that the tsunami's stratigraphic

record on flat ground includes gaps, where erosion evidently interrupted deposition.

Such erosion has not yet been incorporated in methods for estimating tsunami size from

deposits (Soulsby et aI., 2007; Jaffe and Gelfenbaum, in press). By documenting the

variability in readily observed deposits from 2004, I lay groundwork for more complete

interpretation of the internal stratigraphic records of ancient tsunamis.

Methods
Eyewitness accounts

Because the 2004 tsunami reached Thailand in the late morning on a calm, clear

day, at the height of tourist season, plenty of people were on hand to photograph and

videotape it (Fig. 21, also Eyewitness Photos and Videos.). I compiled the resulting

photos and videos from the Internet. Where possible, I contacted the eyewitnesses

directly and asked them for higlHcsolution files and personal recollections. The file of

Eyewitness Photos and Videos associated with this dissertation contains such data with

the owners' pennission, as well as photosets and videos I found to be widely available on

the internet.

Field surveys
In October 2005 a group led by Alam and Glawe mapped and trenched the 2004

tsunami depOsit along seven approximately shore-normal transects at Bang Lut, 25 km

north ofKhao Lak (Fig. 22). An additional survey, including Higman and Maxcia,

added detail along one profile in March 2006. Elevation profiles (Fig. 21, also

Stratigraphic Map) were measured relative to mean sea level approximated by the

average of the high and low tides on 27 October 2005. With respect to this datum, a

Thailand Public Works Department benchmark at N s<'50.025' E 9s<'16.007' is at
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elevation 4.0 m. The vertical closure errors did not exceed IO em.

In the initial survey we studied the 2004 deposit thickness, stratigraphic sequence,

and aerial extent by digging 68 shore·normal trenches, each about 2 m long (Fig. 22). In

addition, I made spot checks of sediment type and thickness between trenches and

between transects. At each trench, I measured total thickness of the deposit and the

thickness ofconspicuous layers defined by changes in particle size (Fig. 22).

During the work in March 2006 I reopened trenches along one of the transects to

explore further the internal structure ofthe sand sheet (Figs. 23-26, also Stratigraphic

Map). At each of these trenches J measured vertical and horizontal position using a line

level in order to sketch layering and sedimentary structures at field scales of 1:4

(simplified examples, Figs. 23 and 24).

Grain size analysis
I made particle-size analyses (via settling column) of vertically contiguous

samples collected in 2006. Samples of various thicknesses, commonly 0.5 em or less,

were analyzed in a 190--cm settling column filled with 21°C fresh water. Settling

velocities are reported as hydraulically equivalent silica sphere size calculated by

inverting Fergusun and Church's (2004) fonnulation for settling velocity as a function of

size. Examples of settling-column grain-size analyses are provided in Figs. 23 and the

Stratigraphic Map.

2004 Tsunami deposit in Tbailand
Propagation and height

The 2004 tsunami crossed the 450-600 Ion wide Andaman Sea before striking

Thailand's coast (Fig. 20). The tsunami's source area, controlled by a curved fault

rupture, is concave to the east and helped focus the waves toward this part of Thailand

(Grilli et aI., in press). The incoming tsunami shoaled across a continental shelf that

slopes on average 0.2%. Although isolated islands more than 50 Ion offshore likely

refracted the tsunami, the shelffor 30 Ion west of the shore lacks reefs or other obstacles

(Fig. 21).

At Bang Lut the tsunami ran across a coastal plain with less than a meter of relief

except for a few local depressions and hummocks left by tin mining, which ended at

Bang Lut years before the tsunami in 2004. The plain is thick with grass and bushes and
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is doned with trees. At the eastern edge of the beach-ridge plain, the tsunami

terminated against a former shoreline scarp 5 m tall, at the foot of a rubber plantation

(Fig. 22, also Stratigraphic Map).

Along 50 km ofThailand coast approximately centered on Bang Lut, post·

tsunami surveys documented evidence of the tsunami up to 21 meters above sea level,

and more typically between 5 and 15 meters (Fig. 2Ia). Inundation distances, though

widely limited by high ground, exceeded a kilometer in many places. At Bang Lut

measurements include a height of7.4 m at the tsunami's landward limit about 650 meters

inland (Urnitsu et ai., in press).

Human records o/multiple WQyes

The wave train at Bang Lut likely comprised multiple waves that each flooded

ORland, the first or second ofwhich was the largest. I am uncertain of the sequence

because I know of no eyewitness account, photo, or video from Bang Lut itself. Instead,

the eyewitness constraints must be imported from areas about 25 Ian to the south (Khao

Lak),3 Ian to the nonh (Ban Nam Khem), and 32 Ian to the north (Hombill Hill).

Eyewitness documentation shows multiple waves also struck other parts ofThailand's

Andaman Sea outer coast.

Evidence from south of Bang Lut includes a radio interview and several videos.

In the radio interview, an eyewitness who was just south of Khao Lak at the time of the

tsunami described a destructive first wave followed by smaller waves (Smothers, 2005).

The first wave he describes is probably similar to the violent first wave captured on video

at southern Khao Lak.

At Ban Nam Khem, an eyewitness interviewed by Hori et al. (2007) described

three waves. In this account the second wave was largest, and all three overtopped the

beach. Similarly, farther north at Hornbill Hill, on the seaward edge ofPhra Thong

Island, Kimina Lyall saw an initial wave that did not overtop the beach, and a large

second wave. Her photos also show a small additional wave after that. The time of

inundation for the largest wave, based on her account and time-stamps on photos, was for

about 25 minutes between 10:40 am and J 1:05 am (see Eyewitness Photos and Videos).

The smaller wave that preceded this wave was probably less than J0 minutes earlier.
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Along the Thailand coast farther from Bang Lut, eyewitness accounts, photos,

and videos also show multiple waves, as many as three of which overtopped the beach.

At Phi Phi Island (location, Fig. 20), Caroline Malatesta photographed two waves, the

first larger than the second, and each preceded and followed by a withdrawal (see

Eyewitness Photos and Videos). Videos and accounts from Patong Beach on Phuket

show that the first wave there was not as large as a later wave. Videos from Patong

Beach on Phuket also show two waves, and there the second was larger.

The nearest tide-gauge record, from an inlet 45 km to the north at Kuraburi

(location, Fig. 21), records an initial withdrawal followed by four positive waves more

than 50 em above ambient tide level (Fig. 21, also Eyewitness Photos and Videos). The

highest of these, cresting less than I m above ambient tide, was the third, and it followed

the inilial withdrawal by three and a half hours. In height, timing, and relative size, the

positive waves in this gauged sequence have little in common with the open-coast wave

trains recounted above.

Images ofwavefronts and surges
Eyewitness photographs and videos show three styles of attack for the 2004

tsunami in Thailand: a single, steep breaking front; multiple fronts that break at or near

the shore; and a rapid but non-breaking rise of water level. Mosl commonly. the tsunami

came ashore as a single, steep, foaming wall of water that originated hundreds of meters

to kilometers offshore. At Phi Phi Island, this steep front only barely overtopped the

beach but was followed by further rise that produced flow deplhs of2 m or more on land.

In other cases the wave arrived as a series ofcurling wave faces that broke at or near the

shore. Videos of the second (and largest) wave at Patong Beach show a series ofsuch

breaking fronts, each one raising the water level a step. The lasl two breaks, spaced

about 12 seconds apart, ran across the top of the beach and continued hundreds of meters

into the city. In contrast the first wave at Patong Beach resembled a flood tide on fast

forward. In about 3.5 minutes, the sea advanced at an increasing rate up the beach (S:ee

Eyewitness Photos and Videos). Though non-breaking, this flow was still rapid; in about

30 seconds at the end of one video it rose about 2 meters to overtop the road and pour

into an underground parking garage, pulling cars along with it. Photos by Helmut Isseis

, ,
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(see Eyewitness Photos and Videos) 12 km north ofPatong Beach show a similar first

wave that lacks any breaking front.

2004 Deposit at Bang LUI
Thickness and volume

The 2004 tsunami deposit in the study arca varies considerably in thickness

across the coastal plain (Figs. 22a,c, 23, 24). On average, the deposit thickens somewhat

inland because the thickest unit thins seaward (unit 84, Figs. 23, 24). Thickness appears

unrelated to elevation (Fig. 22c). The thickness varies more with local topographic relief

over a horizontal scale ofa few meters than it does with elevation or distance inland. For

example, the deposit thickens from millimeters on top ofa low mound to 30 em on the

floor of a tin-mining pit only a few meters away (Fig. 25).

To estimate the volume of sand left onshore by the tsunami, I contoured the

deposit thickness measured at al168 trenches from October 2005. In the contoured area,

which totals about half of a square kilometer and excludes the channel and ponds plotted

in Fig. 22b, the tsunami deposit totals about 44,000 mJ
, for an average thickness of 8.3

cm and, along the roughly IOOO·m length of the study area's coast, an average onshore

tsunami sand volume of nearly SO m3 per meter along the coast. The actual onshore

volume is greater if the tsunami left thick deposits in the excluded channel and ponds, as

it did in a small depression I surveyed (Fig. 25).

Stratigraphy and architecture
I identified three main stratigraphic units (A, B, and C) in the 2004 sand sheet at

Bang Lut (Figs. 23, 24, 26, also Stratigraphic Map). Unit A, present directly above the

pre-tsunami soil, is thin, discontinuous, and finer than the lowest part ofunir B. Unit B

extends along the entire transect and makes up most of the deposit inland of the first 100

meters. Unit C is distinct in the most seaward trench (Fig. 23) but becomes thinner and

indistinct inl'and. PosHsunami soil processes are incorporating and reworking the upper

portion of the tsunami deposit (usually unit C) except in swales where the deposit is

capped by muddy sand fanning out below rills presumably washed in by posHsunanti

rain (Unit X, Fig. 24).

Pre-tsunami soil and beach

'.
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The pre-tsunami soil is dark, organic sand bound by roots. I found little

evidence that the tsunami eroded any part of it. The soil grades downward into coarse

sand.

The post-tsunami beach deposits, sampled to a depth of 15 em near the high-tide

line in March 2007, consist primarily affine and medium sand, with less than 0.5% silt.

The sample included one layer with granules that were too coarse to measure precisely by

settling column. Overall, the grain-size distributions in the beach sample lack a mode

typical of the nearby 2004 tsunami deposit: a peak near the silt-sand transition (Figs. 23,

also Stratigraphic Map). Paleo-beach sediment exposed by tin-mining and burrowing

animals also appears to lack this fine population, which I ascribe below to a hypothetical

offshore source.

Unit A
Unit A rests directly upon, or fills pre-tsunami burrows within, the pre-tsunami

soil. Its boundary with overlying unit B is everywhere a sharp upward increase in grain

size. Unit A is most common near the shore (Fig. 23); 320 m inland it is reduced to

sparse pockets and lenses (Fig. 24). Nowhere did I find it thicker than 3 em. and

typically it is present only as a thin smear of fine grains at the base of the deposit.

Though in the field I recognized no grading ofA, and though in most cases it is 100 thin

for more than a single grain-size sample, one location yielded two superposed samples,

analysis ofwhich shows upward fining (Fig. 23f).

Uni{B
Unit 8, the dominant part of the 2004 tsunami deposit at Bang LUI, overlies either

unit A or pre-lSunami soil. Where it does not extend all the way to the top of the tsunami

deposit, 8 is overlain by a sharp contact with coarser sediment. Where nOI eroded or

disturbed, the upper portion of 8 is the only sand· free silt (85) in the tsunami deposit. It

is typically 5- 10 cm thick and systematically thickens in local lows to a maximum

thickness of about 25 centimeters (Fig. 25). I divide unit 8 into 5 partS: BI. B2. B3. B4.

and 85 (Figs. 23, 24).

Units BI, B2, and B3 form lenses low in B. B1 overlies either unit A or pre

lSunami soil. Though I mapped B2 as a distinct unit in the field, grain-size analysis
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suggests it is just the finer normally graded top to Bl. 81 and 83 are very fine to

medium sand, normally graded in their upper portions and, here and there, inversely

graded near their base. They vary substantially in thickness-in some places B3 or BI is

completely absent-but they generally thin inland. An abrupt contact separates the

coarser Bl and 83 from the overlying 84.

Unit 84, composed of coarse silt and very fine sand, is the only unit that thins

toward the sea, instead of toward the land. Though normally graded in places, it shows

complex grading in olhers. Just landward of a trench 464 m inland, 84 drapes a 2-m-tall

ridge as a deposit 15 em thick. Where not eroded on top, 84 fines upward to a silt layer

(85). Because the transition from 84 to 85 is gradational everywhere, 85 does not have a

readily defined thickness, but the sand-free portion is typically less than 5 mm thick.

Though completely absent in a trench SO m inland of the beach, 85 is present at nearby

test pits (Fig. 23, also Stratigraphic Map I).

UnitC
Into unit C I lump any tsunami deposit above unit 8. Near the shore I recognized

two upward-fining beds (CI and C2) (Fig. 4). In some places C2 sharply overlies CI, but

in others the fine upper part ofCl grades, through upward coarsening, into the lower part

of C2. Farther inland, tsunami deposits above unit 8 consist ofa single inversely graded

layer that I correlate with CI by stratigraphic position alone (Fig 5).

In one location just seaward ofa local rise I found a lens of sand, CO, that

sepaiates 85 from Cl (Fig. 24). This lens is distinct because it was lighter in color and

fined up to mud before being capped by the more extensive CI (Stratigraphic Map 4c).

S~dimt!ntary structures
The 2004 tsunami deposit at Bang Lut includes more normal grading than inverse

grading. Among 377 particle·size analyses at 11 localities, finer sediment overlies

coarser sediment in 63% ofadjacent sample pairs. Normal grading is common in the

upper parts of 8J and 83, and is locally dominant in B4. as well as in CI and high in C2

near the beach. I noticed inverse grading strong enough to change mean grain size by a

factor of J.S or more (O.S~) in the lower parts of Bl, B3, and C2 only. Where I could
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trace it in the field, this inverse grading continues only lOs ofem laterally and passes

into sharp coarse-over-fine contacts (e.g. Fig. 23, contact between CI and C2).

I found lamination, exclusively parallel, in dried trench faces dusted lightly with a

paint brush. J noticed no hint of ripple-drift cross·lamination. In a few locations, subtle

coarse laminae in B dip at less than 5 degrees landward (e.g. Stratigraphic Map 2b, 3b,

I.7b).

The clearest indicators of flow direction are consistently inclined leaves and stems

of herbaceous plants. These plant remains. rooted in the pre·tsunami soil and entombed

in the lSWlami deposits, point in the likely direction afOow. For example, 120 m inland,

grass low in unit B lies nearly horizontal and points landward (Stratigraphic Map 2b).

However, 320 m inland a clump of grass shows signs ofhaving flopped landward during

deposition of unit B3 and seaward after deposition of B5 (Stratigraphic Map 4d).

Flow direction may also be indicated by preservation of lower units. Unit A

appears to have escaped erosion more commonly on landward-facing slopes than on

slopes that face the sea (Figs. 23, 24, also Stratigraphic Map). Similarly unit Bl survives

more often on landward-facing slopes (Figs. 23, 24, also Stratigraphic Map).

Inferred sequence of flows
I interpret the 2004 tsunami deposits at Bang Lut as a record of five surges

(increases in landward flow), two or three successive waves (inland flow followed by

seaward flow), and a reflected bore (seaward-moving wave not necessarily associated

with 'seaward flow) (Fig. 26). Unit A represents either a distinct wave that preceded

deposition of unit B (as inferred below) or the leading surge of the same wave that

deposited unit B. Unit B marks the arrival of two surges in quick succession. The first

of these removed much ofunit A, and the second formed a reflected bore that moved

back across the beach-ridge plain, recorded by B4, but probably did not reverse the flow.

Thereafter the water stilled, as shown by the silt that caps unit B, and it withdrew enough

to bend grass and bury B in a lens affine sediment (Fig. 24). An additional wave,

smaller than its predecessor, included two surges and left behind unit C.

First wave

-.
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Unit A must record the first part of the 2004 tsunami to deliver sand to the

coastal plain at Bang LUI, since it fills burrows in the pre·tsunami soil. If some other

flow bearing sand had preceded this flow, then sand it carried would presumably be

caught in these burrows, and the flow that deposited A would have been unable to erode

it. Unit A is finer than overlying unit B, which may mean that it was deposited by a

smaller wave than the one that deposited B.

Alternately, the grain-size contrast may reflect differences in the sediment source

(Fig. 27), if I assume that the nearshore sediment was finer than the beach sediment. As

the water withdrew, it scoured the nearshore and became loaded with sediment. Then, as

this water pushed landward, it encountered hundreds of meters of nearshore seafloor

exposed by the leading withdrawal. Some time after the flow moved onto exposed

seafloor it reached its maximwn capacity to transport sediment. and stopped eroding. By

the time the water moved across the beach it had slowed due to friction and increasing

bed elevation, losing sediment capacity. As this water flooded inland. it deposited this

finer nearshore sediment. The asswnption that the nearshore sediment was finer than the

beach sand is supported the lack of silt seen in the tsunami deposit, in the post-tsunami

beach sand, and in the paleo~beach sand underlying the pre~tsunami soil. Subsequent

waves encountered water left by this first wave, and so they could erode the beach and

leave coarser deposits.

Second wave
First surges

The second wave arrived as two closely spaced, powerful surges. The first surge

probably eroded much of the deposit of the first wave; unit A is present only in local

pockets or as a millimeter thick smear, but can be over 2 cm thick on the landward side of

mounds or vegetation where it was presumably more protected from erosion (Figs 23, 24,

also Stratigraphic Map). Deposition of medium to coarse sand (BI) then began, but this

deposition or subsequent erosion was patchy, leaving BI in lenses (Figs. 23.24, also

Stratigraphic Map). Periods of erosion are in places recorded as distinct but

discontinuous laminae composed of the coarsest grains within BI, which I interpret as a

lag (Stratigraphic Map 2, 3, 7). Following the first surge the flow slowed, as shown by

••
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the very fine sand of B1. But then another surge delivered coarser sand to the beach

ridge plain (B3).

Because these three subunits are discontinuous. I infer that deposition was

repeatedly interrupted by erosion, and that deposition was patchy on the bed. Alternately

the lateral variability in these basal layers might be evidence of sorting on the bed

coarser grains can preferentially collect where other coarse grains are present on the bed

because they are trapped in the higher roughness there (Komar, 1996). However, if this

were the case I would expect to see transitional zones along lamina between coarse and

fine sediment where coarse and fine sediment interlayered. Instead I found the coarse

sediment as lenses (Figs. 23, 24, also Stratigraphic Map).

The m'o surges marked by units B/ and 83 probably came in quick succession.

the second climbing atop the first, as was seen for the second wave at Hombill Hill and

Patong Beach. In some locations. normal grading from Bl to B2 passes upward smoothly

into inverse grading across the contact with B3 (Stratigraphic Map 3e). Had the first

surge slowed and reversed before the second surge. B3 should instead overlie B2

disconformably.

Rejlected bore
A reflected bore may explain the seaward-thinning, relatively fine unit (B-1) that

overlies 81-83 (Fig. 28). umericaJ models show simulated tsunamis reflecting ofT

slopes (Chapter 2). and photos show the 2004 tsunami reflecting orr Phi Phi Beach

(Higman et aI., 2007). At Bang Lut, the fonner shoreline scarp 600 m inland provides a

reflector that the 2004 tsunami. at its highest run-up, slightly overtopped (Fig. 2b). This

highest run-up was probably attained during the surge marked by 83 because unit 8 is the

only part of the tsunami deposit that extends to the scarp and because 83 probably

represents a.surge that piggybacked on and thus achieved greater height than the surge

marked by 81. Because the flow was energetic enough to carry sand all the way to the

scarp, and because it immersed this scarp in over 4 m of flow. it is likely that a reflected

bore formed.

Several architectural features of unit B4 are consistent with a reflected bore

(Chapter 2): First, the bore's onset may be marked by the anomaJous presence of 84 as a

"
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drape on a sharp ridge 470 m inland. This ridge-crest drape contrasts with the tapering

ofall other units, both here and farther seaward, across ridges of any kind (Fig. 24).

Because this typical tapering implies shear and erosion across high points, its absence for

84 at the sharp ridge implies an abrupt halt in the tsunami's landward advance. Second,

lhe seaward thinning of 84 is consistent with a reflected bore that encountered

progressively slower moving, more sediment-poor water. Third, the characteristically

sharp contact between B3 and 84 (or between HI and 84 where 82 and B3 are absent)

implies flow that was erosional or non-depositional during a transition from strong flow

(marked by the relatively coarse sand of Bl and B3) to weaker flow (the finer sand of

84). I infer that the turbulent water at the front of the reflected bore reworked the

sediment surface, then deposited finer sediment (Fig. 28). Such a hiatus would not be

expected from a landward flow that simply wanes; instead, across an infinite plain, the

2004 tsunami deposit would steadily fine upward from B3 to the silt of 85

Still water
for the silt cap (85) to be deposited, withdrawal of the second wave must have

been preceded by enough slowing for all sand·size sediment to settle out of the flow.

Because the silt cap, though thin. is present almost to a ridge trenched 320 m inland (Fig.

24), it must have settled out of water that covered the entire plain, not jusl isolated pools.

However, very fine sand falls I min 5 minutes, and it is unlikely that the period of the

wave was so long that the time ofhigh water was the 20 to 30 minutes needed for the

highest sand grains to reach the bed. Instead of a time ofcompletely still water, the silt

cap must record a time of slow withdrawal that resulted in thinning the flow. A thinning

flow advects sediment downward along with the water, adding this advective rate to the

settling velocity of sediment.

Withdrawal,
Following this slow withdrawal, stronger withdrawal of the second wave flopped

grass to seaward at 320 m inland and deposited lenticular unit CO (Fig. 24). Because I

found CO at just one place, immediately seaward ofa local rise where B5 had been

eroded, I ascribe it to seaward flow that locally scoured and re-deposited the upper part of
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B. Sparse lenses of sand interpreted as recording withdrawal were also described by

Fujino et al. (in press) along the coast near Khao Lak.

Lour Kla~'e or waJ.'es
After the waves and surges recorded by units A and B, another wave carried very

fine sand from a source seaward of the beach~ridge plain to sites hundreds of meters

inland. as marked by unit Cl. Although a withdrawal preceding this wave can explain

some of the deposit following unit B (unit CO, Fig. 24). 85 shows too little sign of

erosion for reworking alone to explain unit C, which is continuous in my trenches 52 m.

112 m. and 160 m inland, and mostly continuous in my trenches 320 m inland (Figs. 4. 5.

2). Furthermore. on this part of the beach·ridge plain. the preservation afuoit 85 rules

out unit B as a source for C. Even in the trench 52 m inland, where B5 is absent B-1

escaped complete erosion and C consists of sand coarser than any in B-1. Consequently.

I infer that much of the sand in C originated seaward of this trench.

Two closely spaced waves are implied by unit C in the trench 52 m inland. Here.

C contains two subunits, C I and C2. wilh inverse grading rather than a sharp contact

locally present at the contact between them (Fig. 23). This lack of sharp contact implies

two surges rather than waves separated by stilling or withdrawal.

Implicafions
The record of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami at Bang Lut is no! laterally

continuous. even over just a few meters. so any single section fails to describe the

struc~ of the deposit. All layers vary in thickness and in some cases arc present only

as lenses. This variability in the Isunami's stratigraphic record probably reflects

differences in the way the flow is recorded. rather than diOerences in the sequence of

waves and surges that affected points only a few meters apart. Barring sorting on the bed

(as discussed and ruled OUI for deposition of units BJ and Bl). this horizontal variability

shows that the deposits at din"crent parts of the beach-ridge plain record the flow for

different spans of time.

This variability probably reflects how the sequence of waves and surges respo·nds

to variations in the bed. Where a flow expands. such as this tsunami would have at the

depression 320 m inland of the beach. deposition is enhanced. leading to thicker deposits
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and thus to a more complete record ofa flow (Fig. 24). Conversely where a flow thins

over a local rise it accelerates, which leads to increased shear on the bed and erosion.

This interplay between topography and flow has the greatest effect on the deposit when

the flow is quasi-steady. Ifthe flow rapidly accelerates, it will tend to erode everywhere,

and ifit rapidly decelerates, as presumably happened over the ridge landward of the

trench at 464 m inland, deposition will occur uniformly and drape the whole bed.

Regardless of whether this process controls the variation in the deposit, the type

of variability observed implies that deposition, not just erosion, was patchy and

intermittent. Units A and 85 can be explained by patchy erosion alone; they probably

fonned nearly continuous sheets before erosion by subsequent waves and surges. Both

of these units are overlain by a sharp and irregular contact and by coarser sediment.

evidence that a subsequent flow accelerated enough to erode and to transport coarser

sediment. In contrast for BI and B3, discontinuity is more easily explained by patchy

and intermittent deposition and re·entrainment (brief periods oferosion), because these

two units lack erosional tops and are overlain by finer sediment. Suppose that each unit

accumulated as a continuous sheet that was eroded by a later flow. Though this sequence

of events best explains units A and B5, it fails to explain units that are limited to coarse

lenses, such as BI and B3. Had Bland B3 originated as continuous sheets, their

widespread erosion should have been followed by widespread re-deposition ofcoarse

sand, before finer sand settled out. The absence ofsuch widespread, relatively coarse. .

sand implies that deposition was spatially discontinuous.

Patchy deposition implies that some grains that reached the bed must have been

re-entrained, at least for long enough to move to another location on the bed. Unit B3 is

present over only about halfofthe bed, so during its deposition, at least half the grains

that reached 'the bed were not deposited and must have been transported farther. The

vegetation that covered the beach-ridge plain, including trees, shrubs, and grasses, did not

create enough roughness to trap grains on the bed and prevent re-entrainment.

Re·entrainment presents a potential problem for tsunami sedimentation models

currently under development. Re·entrainment is treated as insignificant in two

quantitative models for tsunami sediment transport. In a model based on studies of

•
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fluvial sediment transport, Jaffe and Gelfenbawn (in press) assume that the sediment in

a tsunami deposit reflects the sediment in the flow at one point in time. However if

deposition (e.g. in a local depression) occurs at the same time as nearby erosion (on a

local rise), then different portions of the deposit record different spans of time and thus

are not equally representative of the flow. Advection-trajectory models (e.g. Soulsby et

aI., 2007) also include the assumption that no re-entrainment occurs. The uncertainties

that re-entrainment adds to these models need to be identified and quantified for these

models to be accurate tools for estimating paleo-tsunami hydraulics.

Conclusions
A deposit of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami in Thailand contains horizontal and

vertical variability recording varying inflow. Outflow appears to explain only one

isolated lens. However, part of the deposit may represent a seaward-moving, reflected

bore that probably stopped the flow without reversing it.

The deposit likely records three waves. The first wave deposited fine sand across

much of the beach-ridge plain (unit A). This deposit was then panially eroded by a pair

of surges from the second wave (units BI-B3) that were followed by a reflected bore (B4)

and still water (B5). The water then withdrew at least partially. before the last wave

recorded in the deposit anived as two surges, the first (C/) stronger than the second (Cl).

11le deposit's lateral variability implies interplay between deposition and erosion.

Only unit B4 near the landward end of inundation appears to have been deposited in a

laterally continuous drape. Elsewhere the deposit is characterized by tapering beds and

lenses that suggest a quasi-steady flow that deposited in one place while it overpassed or

eroded the bed only tens of centimeters or meters away. Lateral variability is an

important part of the information recorded in tsunami deposits, which brings into

question models that assume deposition is spatially and temporally continuous.
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figure 27 Sequence oferosion and deposition likely in the first wave. Clean water present
before the tsunami (a) flows down the sloping near-shore seafloor eroding sediment (b). This
sediment-laden waler is incorporated into the incoming wave (e) which slows as il climbs across
the exposed seafloor and is depositional when it arrives at the beach (d). Water can lake hours to
days to drain off a beach-ridge plain, so when the next wave arrives it will incorporate waters
flowing down across the beach and standing on the beach-ridge plain (e). In this case erosion of
the beach is more likely because waler near the beach will be sediment poor, and will have
unfilled capacity after it is accelerated.
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figure 28 Formation ofa reflected bore deposit. Time goes from bottom to top. At left is a
cartoon showing the changing water surface, while at right is a cartoon of the deposit, depicted
with extreme vertical exaggeration.
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Appendix A: Grading Data

Tsunami deposit grading data
Each proportion upward fining measurement in Fig. 6 integrates an entire sample

set (Fig. 5). This appendix presents examples of the data included here. I included all

analyzed sample sets for Papua New Guinea, Nicaragua, Peru, and the 2005 Sumatra

tSWlami, along with a subset ofsample sets from the 26 December 2004 Indian Ocean

tsunami. Other sample sets not included are similarly sampled at an interval ofless than

I em and include 10-100 samples each. As discussed in Chapter I, only the thickest

sample set from each locality is included in my analysis and Fig. 5.
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Appendix 8: Statistical Results

Statistical comparison of grading in the deposits of longer and sborter period
tsunamis:

I show that the measured proportion normal grading in deposilS of great

subduction zone tsunamis is smaller than measurements from three other more local

tsunamis with more than 95% confidence. Given that grading is a function ofcomplex

geographic and analytic variables, it is not possible to mathematically define a probability

density function (PDF) for proportion nonnal grading. However, it is possible to

compare the relative nonnal grading of pairs of sample sets. Because there are five

sample sets corresponding to local tsunamis and twenty corresponding to the two longer·

period tsunamis, I can generate at most five independent pairs of sample sets. I produced

107 random sets of five independent pairs, and counted in each case how many of the

pairs had more normal grading for a longer-period tsunami than for a local tsunami

(Table 2.) I refer to this situalion, where the random pair has more normal grading in the

longer·period tsunami deposit, as a "reversal."

To determine my 95% confidence, I demonstrate the less than 5% probabilily of

the following null hypothesis:

• The probability p /ha/ a grea/ subdue/ion zone ISImami deposi/

has more normal grading /han local/sunami deposits is a/

least 0.5.

If pairs like this were produced from PDFs where long period tsunami deposit

grading tended to include as much or more normal grading lhan local tsunami deposits,

then the probability of a given number of reversals occurring has a binomial distribution.

The likelihood of a specific number of reversals k given n pairs and a probability of

reversal pis:

The likelihood B that k reversals would occur given p ofat least 0.5 is:

• •
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Depending on the particular random realization aftive pairs ofsample sets, the number

of reversals k will vary. I distribute B across the proportional occurrence A of varied k to

calculate the total probability that my observed data would occur ifp was at least 0.5:

~Ad31.

Table 2: Statistical Results

"=13 511".( 1,1')" I ~lp
e, ''> A.eNumber 01 Occurrences ProportIOnal

f"("I')"'dpRe~ersals occurrence
(k) 'A' "
0 7,579.802 76% , 56" 1 18%, 2.341,63<1 23% 1094% '56", 78.564 '" " 38% 027%
3- 0 0 5313% 0

Total 10,000,000 100% 100% 4.02%

This analysis can be repeated comparing the smallest three earthquakes (Mw 7.0.

7.6, and 8.4) to the largest two (Mw 8.6 and 9.1) and the results are still significant

(3.62%). Increasing the number of analyses on smaller tsunamis would improve these

results, as would developing a more standardized method for sampling.

This analysis depends on the sample sets being representative of the five

tsunamis, and on them representing the five tsunamis in the same way. I believe that my

sample sets are sufficiently representative, but there is significant uncertainty as a result

of this concern. The hypothesis presented here post-dales my post-tsunami surveys, and

there is no established way of selecting sampling locations to be representative.

However, sampling following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunamis was conducted across a

broad range of settings, including sites on the west coast of Aceh Province in Sumatra;

Simeulue, Nias, and smaller islands off northern Sumatra; Sri Lanka, and Phuket and

Khao Lak in Thailand, and the variation still includes no samples thai have more normal

grading than in the deposits of the 1992 and 1998 tsunamis. There does seem to be some

••



relationship between deposit thickness and normal grading. As discussed in the text

and shown in figure 1, this is consistent with my hypothesis.

.,
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